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Efforts to harness landscape governance are not at all new; 

but as times move forward, resources get depleted, and people 

grow at an exponential rate, the dialogues must be redesigned to 

be more inclusive, and promote sustainability at a landscape level. 

Dialogues help people from different sectors see their different 

development agenda, and identify how they can work together 

towards common sustainable pathways.

DIALOGUES: AN APPROACH 
TO LANDSCAPE GOVERNANCE

Since 2018, the Forest Foundation Philippines and Tropenbos 

International have been facilitating Sustainable and Inclusive 

Landscape Governance (SILG) dialogues in three focal landscapes – 

Sierra Madre, Palawan, and Bukidnon-Misamis Oriental. SILG aims 

to build on landscape experiences, and to promote best practices. 

It also aims to develop methodologies and tools that can help 

landscape stakeholders to co-create, co-implement, and 

co-own landscape governance mechanisms, and practices.



Sectors and organizations now realize the complex  nature of 

environmental problems we face. As such, landscape approach as a 

lens to look at existing dynamics brings the reality of these 

problems to the surface. For example, some look at the forests as 

conservation and restoration areas; whereas other groups can  also 

see these areas for timber harvesting, timber poaching, possible 

expansion areas for agricultural production, and eco-tourism sites. 

These varying intentions for forest areas depict a reality that these 

spaces are governed by different regulatory mechanisms, and 

subsequently by different groups of people and communities.

Another layer that contributes to the complexity of the problem is 

that ecosystems are under both natural and anthropogenic drivers

BRINGING COMPLEXITY TO THE SURFACE: 
SUSTAINABLE & INCLUSIVE LANDSCAPES 
AS AN APPROACH

 of changes, and pressure. As these uncontrolled interventions, and 

unmonitored changes happen over time, problems become more 

difficult to address at a landscape level.

This is a general storytelling of where the dialogues are 

anchored on – bring people with varying perspectives, intentions, 

and advocacies together, and vision for probable futures. 

Futures that are grounded on the pillars of landscape 

governance – sense of place, multi-stakeholder 

participation, institutions, sustainable economic 

development, and management.





LANDSCAPE JOURNEY: 
HOW WE CAME TO KNOW 
OUR LANDSCAPES, & 
OUR PARTNERS



OCTOBER 10-12, 2018
The first Palawan landscape dialogue focused on 

learning from the best practices of ecotourism, their 

existing Palawan Knowledge Platform, challenges of land 

conversion, and pending division of the province. 

Communities highlighted taking pride in their 

community-based sustainable tourism (CBST) mechanisms, 

not only because of their continuous profit, but more so 

about their contribution to mangrove conservation, 

and promotion of conservation among tourists.

However, Palawan stakeholders are also pressed 

about issues of land conversion from forest to oil palm 

plantations. Some forest areas are also converted to 

major road lanes. On top of these, the stakeholders 

expressed their concerns about the possible adverse 

impacts of dividing Palawan into three provinces; 

coupled with the pending Federalism proposal.





VISIONING FOR 
THE LANDSCAPE: 
HOW DO WE SEE 
OUR LANDSCAPE 
IN 5-10 YEARS?

Palawan is in a unique position both geographically, 

and in terms of landscape dynamics. It is an island ecosystem, 

which dialogue participants mention as one key factor of their 

perceived sense of interdependencies. On land conversion issue 

alone, Palawan faces challenges of expanding coconut 

plantations, high interest of private corporations for tourism, and 

probable implications on land use  of dividing Palawan into three 

provinces. The group’s visioning directed towards comparing two 

futures – business-as-usual (BAU), and their ideal scenarios.AUGUST 1-2, 2019



If Palawan stays BAU, the group anticipates 

continuing community displacement and 

forest loss to favor land investors, and other 

development agenda. Also, the gap between 

government and Indigenous Peoples and 

Local Communities (IPLC) widens all the 

more. On top of these, the group foresees 

increasing vulnerabilities in their ecosystem.

On the other hand, the group can still 

envision an ideal state where communities 

are empowered and included in 

decision-making. One important call from the 

Palawan group is to strengthen the use of 

science as basis for policy making, 

local planning, and ecosystem monitoring. In 

an ideal future, the group also sees more 

appropriate economic opportunities for 

Indigenous Peoples, especially that the 

current scenario puts the Indigenous People’s 

practices at a questionable position.



Their visions focused on weighing possibilities 

for Palawan’s water provisioning capacities in 

case they operate BAU, compared with 

possibilities under an ideal situation. On BAU 

setting, Palawan stakeholders foresee 

deteriorating quality of water, and life; loss of 

forest cover, and higher vulnerabilities; higher 

payments, and economic crisis; and eventually, 

biodiversity loss.

On the other hand, if Palawan changes its 

governance practices, they foresee conduct of 

regular dialogues to facilitate emerging issues, 

unify development agendas; increased use of 

science for development planning; inclusive 

water governance; and proper implementation 

of sustainable development agenda.

Read NED 2019 vision summaries here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OQgYthRhspmc1LgLxwwdQ74xDWkqxuR5/view?usp=sharing


ZOOMING IN: 
LAND & WATER 
RESOURCES IN 
PALAWAN

After a year from the first dialogue, Palawan stakeholders had 

another opportunity to discuss, and vision together. This Palawan 

landscape dialogue brought more focused discussions on: 

1) land conversion, 

2) water provisioning, 

3) landscape research agenda; and 

4) proposed provincial division. 

To bring 37 stakeholders from varying sectors together, 

this landscape dialogue used visioning exercises, participatory 

mapping, and collaborative tracking of milestones.

OCTOBER 21-23, 2019



1 The first map depicts the existing land conversion 

efforts in the island as known by the participants. 

Most of the land conversion efforts include 

building new airports in different municipalities; 

expanding coconut plantations; quarrying and 

reclamation; and gold and nickel mining projects.

2 The second map visualizes the different water 

sources in the island. Participants were able to 

sketch watershed areas, river systems, 

and tributaries.

While the maps are only visualizations of the 

participants’ knowledge, and knowable information 

in the island, participants were easily able to 

identify water sources that could undergo pressure 

once land conversion intensifies under business 

as usual. These water sources include Busuanga, 

Malatgao, Montible-Napsan-Simpocan, and Irawan 

watersheds. Most of the rivers and tributaries in 

mainland Palawan are also stressed by ongoing 

land conversion efforts.

1 2



Landscape stakeholders still find it 

difficult to address issues on land 

conversion. For the most part,

stakeholders are caught in-between 

striking a balance between 

infrastructure development and

conservation. One most pressing 

challenge for the island stakeholders 

is to align the Local Government

Units’ (LGUs) Comprehensive Land Use 

Plans (CLUPs) with their island-wide 

Environmentally Critical Areas Network 

(ECAN) zones. CLUPs are accomplished 

per municipality, thus making the 

harmonization process difficult at the 

Palawan Council for Sustainable 

Development (PCSD) level.



Land conversion issues traverse 

other sectors, especially water sources. 

As reported by the participants, some 

areas in Palawan, particularly the main 

city Puerto Princesa, experience water 

shortage even during the rainy season.

Aside from the above-mentioned issues 

on land conversion, Palawan’s water 

provisioning issues are exacerbated 

by a lack of long-term, multisectoral 

planning on how to allocate available 

water sources. Water quality monitoring 

stations are also not in place, so there is 

minimal knowledge whether their

water sources are not just declining in 

quantity but also in quality.

Ultimately, landscape stakeholders 

envision to have water studies in place; 

improve existing Water Quality 

Management Areas (WQMA) through 

adopting a multisectoral approach; 

and revised water policies based on 

up-to-date research results.



Western Philippines University (WPU), and 

Palawan State University (PSU) have different 

strengths, and research agenda for the 

landscape. The issues discussed under 

the themes of land conversion and water 

provisioning have yet to be taken on as 

research priorities by both universities.

They were inclined to help the landscape with 

water studies, and starting off with studying 

carrying capacity and ecosystem-based 

approaches at a municipal level. Both 

universities have strong national and 

international links and partnerships that can 

help them carry on with some of the 

identified landscape research topics. An 

interesting outcome of this dialogue session 

was that CSOs started to discuss specific 

community or landscape issues with the 

universities, and they planned to forge 

partnerships, so that CSOs can easily access 

research materials of the universities.



Aside from land conversion, and water 

provisioning issues, Palawan also faces 

an impending scenario of a provincial 

division. This topic opened several 

governance concerns, as most of the 

participants want to understand some 

of its possible implications in the 

landscape.

This topic is a prominent landscape 

governance example, because it 

amplifies the question of what kinds of 

changes are needed in the landscape. 

In the process of promoting change, 

who gets to decide, and how can the 

change promote working beyond usual 

boundaries?



Despite the number of issues and challenges mentioned, 

Palawan stakeholders still envision to maintain their remaining 

forest cover by 2030.

This map visualizes how the participants envision their forest 

cover to be in 2030. While it will be more ideal for them to 

envision expanding their forest areas, given the current realities 

of growing population, demands, and development efforts, 

the stakeholders feel that to maintain the lush forests they have 

today is still a good vision to pursue. Maintaining their forests 

today would entail greater efforts to police intrusions, and 

development plans that bypass the carrying capacities of 

their ecosystems.

This in itself is a plausible landscape governance plan that can 

promote multi-level, and multi-scale collaboration. But how can 

the stakeholders work together to achieve this? What 

arrangements or policy support do they need?

We have a plan!



While the dialogues can take 

different forms, and bring different 

issues on  the table, Palawan 

stakeholders have shaped their 

landscape governance journey to 

be something that is coordinated, 

co-created, and co-owned by 

everyone in the group. They see 

local development planning as the 

most viable venue to start adopting 

and practicing landscape 

approaches, and emphasizing on 

landscape governance as a core 

unifying issue.

Revisit 2018-2019 landscape 

dialogues summaries here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16lspver7Si4L-lCqGdA4mIv9tpnyFx8j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16lspver7Si4L-lCqGdA4mIv9tpnyFx8j/view?usp=sharing




TULOY ANG USAPAN: 
ON LAND USE & 
WATER GOVERNANCE



JULY 23, 2020

As the pandemic continues to challenge our ways of working, so we 

must continue to adapt. Our dialogues have transitioned to digital 

platforms. These digital platforms are not replacement of our usual 

in-person conversations; but they also offer new possibilities of 

working together.

● How has COVID-19 affected our forest monitoring activities?  

● How can we activate collaborations among organizations and 

sectors in tackling issues on water? 

● What were some of the successful initiatives that helped address 

land conversion issues in Palawan, in the last 5 years, and during 

this pandemic?

LAND CONVERSION



This dialogue session was designed to identify emerging 

and prevalent issues on land conversion during COVID-19 

pandemic; and to identify current capacities that can help 

address challenges on land conversion. Discussions are also 

designed to collectively enhance community capacities, 

and to empower them to protect their rights.

Ultimately, the discussions are designed to help the 

Landscape Governance Core Group identify unifying 

themes, and come up with a responsive plan.









This session was designed to revisit water governance 

frameworks, and Palawan's current water-related issues. It also 

aimed to provide participants to reflect on good practices which 

can be scaled up, or duplicated; and those persisting challenges 

that need urgent, and strategic responses.

● How did the pandemic impact water security in Palawan? 

● How can we activate collaborations among organizations

and sectors in tackling issues on water? 

● What is the interface of water and socio-economic facets 

of the landscape?

JULY 28, 2020
WATER GOVERNANCE



This session was designed to revisit water governance 

frameworks, and Palawan's current water-related issues. 

It also aimed to provide participants to reflect on 

good practices which can be scaled up, or duplicated; 

and those persisting challenges that need urgent, 

and strategic responses.





The online dialogue helped participants identify actionable points 

centered on being more proactive in helping shape Palawan’s 

COVID response plan; and strengthening 

the landscape governance network by  inviting more participants 

from other sectors (such as businesses), and continuing their 

landscape governance core group planning sessions.

Revisit the 2020 online Palawan dialogues here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aypaX0m-Ca6hzbmSFqvfFWzmgAF-zzI8/view?usp=sharing


WHERE DO WE GO 
FROM HERE?



PATHWAYS FOR 
SUSTAINING 
INCLUSIVE 
LANDSCAPE 
GOVERNANCE

As the project culminates, this National Environmental Dialogue 

was designed to spark conversations on how participants can 

commit to sustain the dialogues. The sessions also provided 

specific entry points to institutionalize landscape governance 

principles in the current local development planning processes.

From here, we ask ourselves, “How can we continue working on 

our visions for the landscape?”

SEPTEMBER 23-25, 2020



Springing  from land conversion and water governance, Palawan’s breakout sessions 

began by culling out how this could be addressed by local development planning 

through these questions:

1. How can we improve the process of integrating national plans in line 

with local development agendas?

2. How can we reconcile the different policies covering just one land? 

3. How can we address LGUs’ issues on territorial jurisdiction and move from 

thinking about political boundaries to ecosystem-based zoning? 

4. How can we inspire local governments to look at landscapes as 

a physical strategy and as a way to develop our communities? 

5. How can we support the educational sector’s central role in shaping 

landscape dialogue and research to answer real life problems? 



The group also identified the 

importance of increasing representation in watershed management councils, 

but would require both the openness and readiness of the council and strengthening the capacities of these representatives. Multi-stakeholder representation of these councils 

should be laid down in future 

watershed ordinances.

Relevant EIA participation was also recognized. ELAC recommended linking this with citizen science to enable communities to pursue the process, and be able to participate in 

it. It is also necessary to capacitate the facilitators of these mechanisms, as emphasized 

by NTFP-EP and PCSD. 

Day 2 centered on ensuring CSOs and communities inclusion in the technical and political 
aspects of local development planning.

DILG pinpointed ensuring CSOs participation not only in Local Development Council (LDC) 
meetings, but also sectoral workshops and barangay assemblies.  CORDAID highlighted 
strengthening People’s Organizations' skills to participate in these workshops. 

Expanding citizen science to local communities was also stressed. As a good practice, 
C3 Philippines shared their effort to capacitate communities in Busuanga on dugong 
monitoring. These results were then publicized through the Palawan Knowledge Platform, 
which helped spread this practice to other parts of Palawan.

PCSD stressed the need to translate research into data relevant to communities at different 
levels of the landscape, so that it could be more easily used for plans and decisions. 



The group also identified the 

importance of increasing representation in watershed management councils, 

but would require both the openness and readiness of the council and strengthening the capacities of these representatives. Multi Stakeholder representation of these councils 

should be laid down in future 

watershed ordinances.

Relevant EIA participation was also recognized. ELAC recommended linking this with citizen science to enable communities to pursue the process 

and be able to participate in it. It is also necessary to capacitate the facilitators of these mechanisms, as emphasized 

by NTFP-EP and PCSD. 

Strengthen BLGUs, by empowering communities on how to proactively 
be part of the local development process with DILG's support.

Develop and implement PES ordinances. First, to review and monitor 
its implementation, improve on the current process making sure the end-users are 
included, and to conduct water valuation studies and willingness to pay surveys.

Include water provisioning in CLUP. Assessments and research must be conducted for 
LGUs to work with accurate data to assure their city or municipality's water needs 

are adequately met. CSOs should be included in planning teams and 
Reviewing plans at the local government level.

The group also identified the importance of increasing representation 
in watershed management councils. 

Relevant EIA participation was also recognized. It is also necessary to capacitate 
the facilitators of these mechanisms, as emphasized by NTFP-EP and PCSD. 

Revisit NED 2020 

sessions here.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YgzKIXC0DLsg5YRjuZdj7C8klhFEwzNh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YgzKIXC0DLsg5YRjuZdj7C8klhFEwzNh/view?usp=sharing


Palawan prioritized 
3 actions moving forward:

1. Strengthen BLGUs, by empowering communities on how to 

proactively be part of the local development process and 

exploring a partnership with the DILG to assist them.

2. Develop and implement PES ordinances, by first reviewing 

and monitoring its current implementation, improving on the 

process and making sure the end-users (households) are included, 

and ensuring  the conduct of water valuation studies and 

willingness-to-pay surveys.

3. Inclusion of water provisioning in CLUP, by conducting key 

assessments and research that provide data on water needs 

for an LGU’s population, agriculture, and development plans, 

and linking these with how much forest is needed to address 

these needs. CSOs should be included in planning teams and 

reviewing plans at the local government level. 





Maliit lang ako sa tingin ko, pero sa 

pagdalo ko sa dialogues, don ko 

nahanap yung tapang. Tapang na 

humarap dahil marami kang kakampi, 

at mas kailangan pala ako.

Reynante Ramilo, C3 Philippines

“



Revisit your 2018-2020 Landscape 

Governance Journey!

The shared Google Drive folder contains summaries of 

2018-2020 landscape and national dialogues; presentations; scenarios 

from our foresight session; and photos.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1etHNWJ5rHhKY57jS_V7-U7buQhtR_bWU?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1etHNWJ5rHhKY57jS_V7-U7buQhtR_bWU?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1etHNWJ5rHhKY57jS_V7-U7buQhtR_bWU?usp=sharing


Invitation to Landscape Governance Journey 

(Video)

National Environmental Dialogue (NED) 2018 

Policy Brief Series

Reading materials on Landscape Governance, 

and Sustainable Development

2020 Inter-landscape Kumustahan-Dialogue on 

Continuing Work amid COVID-19

National Environmental Dialogue (NED) 2019 

Materials

National Environmental Dialogue (NED) 2020 

Materials

https://youtu.be/GwpJUywX6bI
https://youtu.be/GwpJUywX6bI
https://www.forestfoundation.ph/ned-2018-policy-brief-series/
https://www.forestfoundation.ph/ned-2018-policy-brief-series/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YJwGiBi7PqrLcEMa7yeKLa_PLm2slTcG?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YJwGiBi7PqrLcEMa7yeKLa_PLm2slTcG?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pImVb2i5ci3ep-zIdvxvwpMwuaGnKf9o?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pImVb2i5ci3ep-zIdvxvwpMwuaGnKf9o?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10oKb4caXNFBvEI8X3FhLMGp1aFP19aJW?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10oKb4caXNFBvEI8X3FhLMGp1aFP19aJW?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H3NMUPbSikPPKRuRBNv04aNaP8621jjc?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H3NMUPbSikPPKRuRBNv04aNaP8621jjc?usp=sharing


Share your responses, questions, or requests at 

landscapes@forestfoundation.ph

Maraming salamat 
sa pakikibahagi!
Tuloy lamang ang mga 

diskusyon para sa solusyon.



HANGGANG SA 
SUSUNOD NA USAPAN!


